
§1 All actions\Modification\editing and changes in the Team Speak is Prohibited. 

 

§2 Insults, Racism, and other will result in a warning first time, second time will be more drastic 

measures. 

 

§3 you need the direct Permission of a superior officer to join a 22 MEU channel. 

 

§4 You have to join a gaming\Meeting\event channel if you are playing\want to do a talk or do a 

special event, always try to be in the best appropriate channel, you can be moved without warning 

if not. 

 

§5 Rule 1 can be over ruled if 2 other members of the 22 MEU agree to the 

actions\Modification\editing or changes. 

 

§6 Spamming is prohibited and can award you with a mute, move or kick. After enough violations 

you can be banned for a period of 2 weeks, you will always get a warning in forehand of ban. 

 

§7 if you need help or have any questions please set a Need support tag in your name and address 

the question or problem to an officer or Support member. 

 

§8 Using Whispers to transmit in to Ranked games is prohibited unless u know it’s safe to do so. 

 

§9 Using Whispers to transmit special effects in any gaming channel is prohibited and\or specially 

ranked games, it is allowed to use special effect sounds in casual games but should never be used to 

annoy or hinder gameplay progress. 

 

§10 If accomplish or able to do\execute any form of stupid shit can get you rewarded with a 

MORON-Tag four up to 4 weeks, the act must be described in the users description along with the 

date the user accomplish the act. 

 

§11 Rule 9 does not affect Qreed but rule 6 still do. 

 

If you have read through the rules and you agree, hit this Button  

 

https://goo.gl/dLwDsS 

http://cbs.wondershare.com/go.php?pid=3010&m=db
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